### ACO Summit

**ACO Summit PLENARY SESSION**

- **11:00 am** CMS/CMMI Accountable Care, Primary Care, CPC-Plus and Other Primary Care Models Keynote Address
- **11:30 am** Keynote Update on Private Sector ACO Initiatives
- **Noon** Co-chair Keynote Roundtable: A Lightning Round on the Hot Accountable Care Issues of Today

**ACO MINI SUMMITS 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm**

- MS VII: Accountable Care Case Studies: Aledade & NY ACOs
- MS VIII: Social Determinants of Health & Substance Abuse (Opioids Plus) Programs
- MS IX: Value-based Contracting & Patient Experience in Accountable Care

**ACO MINI SUMMITS 4:00 pm – 5:30 pm**

- MS XIII: Accountable Care Organizational Resources: MAACOS, ACLC and APG
- MS XIV: Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care & Shared Decision Making and Personalized Care into Value-based Arrangements
- MS XV: What’s Next for Next Gen ACOs? & Applying OCM Strategies to Boost Value-based Contract Opportunities

**ACO Summit Adjournment and Joint Networking Reception**

### Bundled Payment Summit

**Bundled Payment PLENARY SESSION**

- **11:00 am – 12:30 pm** CMS/CMMI Keynote Address on Bundled Payment Policy
- **1:00 pm** Joint Networking Luncheon

**Bundled Payment MINI SUMMITS**

- **2:00 pm** MS II: Oncology Care & Radiation Therapy Bundles
- **2:30 pm** MS III: Effective Use of Waivers & Gainsharing in Bundled Payment Projects
- **3:00 pm** MS IV: Risk Adjustment in MIPS and APMs & MIPS and APMs Quality Measures

**Bundled Payment MINI SUMMITS 4:00 pm – 5:30 pm**

- MS VI: Designing Bundled Payment with Actuarial Risk Principles & Health Insurer and a Provider Overcome Bundled Payment Barriers
- MS XVII: AI, Analytics, Big Data and Blockchain Technologies to Drive Bundled Payment Success
- MS XVIII: Risk/Bundle Selection & Getting “Bundle Ready”

**Bundled Payment MINI SUMMITS 5:30 pm – 7:00 pm**

- MS V: Rural and Safety Net APMs
- MS VI: Risk Adjustment in MIPS and APMs & MIPS and APMs Quality Measures

### MACRA Summit

**MACRA MINI SUMMITS 11:00 am – 12:30 pm**

- MS I: Oncology Care & Radiation Therapy Bundles
- MS II: Effective Use of Waivers & Gainsharing in Bundled Payment Projects
- MS III: Value-based Contracting & Patient Experience in Accountable Care

**MACRA MINI SUMMITS 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm**

- MS X: An Assessment of the Anticipated Medicare Advantage Related to Value-based Care
- MS XI: Specialty APMs & Engaging Specialists through Specialty Payment Chassis Design
- MS XII: Using Quality as a Service & Methods for Managing Post Acute Care

**MACRA Summit Adjournment and Joint Networking Reception**

### Joint Preconference

**1:00 pm** Preconference: Seven Characteristics of Successful APMs & Seven Considerations in the Financial Modeling of Value-based Payment Arrangements

**5:00 pm** Adjournment

### Joint ACO/Bundled/MACRA Opening Plenary Session

**7:00 am** Breakfast Roundtable I: Operating Under Tomorrow’s Value-Based Care Payment Models & Breakfast Roundtable II: Clinical Success Metrics in a Commercial Episode of Care Programs

**8:00 am** Welcome and Comments on the Policy and Politics of Value-based Care

**8:15 am** HHS/CMS/CMMI Keynote Address

**8:45 am** Integrating the Social Determinants of Health into Value-based Care by Peter Long, MD

**9:15 am** The Challenges and Opportunities for Hospitals and Health Systems in Moving to Value-based Care by Lori Morgan, MBA

**9:45 am** Global Value-based Healthcare Initiatives

**10:15 am** Transition Break

**10:30 am** Keynote Update on Private Sector Bundled Payment Initiatives by James P. Sharp, MPH, JD

**11:00 am** Case Study of BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina’s Value-based Payment Initiatives by James P. Sharp, MPH, JD

**11:30 am** Keynote Update on Private Sector Bundled Payment Initiatives by James P. Sharp, MPH, JD

### Joint ACO/Bundled/MACRA Networking Luncheon and Presentations

**1:00 pm** Luncheon Keynote Roundtable on the Future of Value-based Care

**2:00 pm – 3:30 pm** Joint Preconference: Seven Characteristics of Successful APMs & Seven Considerations in the Financial Modeling of Value-based Payment Arrangements

**3:30 pm Break**

### Joint ACO/Bundled/MACRA Closing Plenary Session

**4:00 pm** CMS/CMMI Keynote Address on MACRA Policies

**4:30 pm** MACRA Keynote Address: Are Alternative Payment Models Better than Fee for Service?

**5:00 pm** A Lightning Round on the Hot Accountable Care Issues of Today

**5:30 pm** Adjournment